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Saved /Recommended Title: Do Nain Mile Do Phool Khile - Asha Bhosle, Mahendra Kapoor, Ghunghat Song C after feminism in India in the last two decades, we have also become much more critical about women's empowerment and gender equality in India. We have always talked about women's rights and equality in Indian society. Many of us also refer to our great ancient Indian culture, where women
have always been highly respected. We have always felt proud that we are a society where ladies figures have worshipped for centuries, whether it be the goddess Durga, the goddess Kali, the goddess Saraswati, etc. Not only in one religion, but in all other families of India, regardless of their religion or region, a woman has always been considered their pride and respect. As a result, this sometimes also
has a negative impact on women's empowerment because of some stereotypical beliefs and chauvinistic thinkers. Ok! Before we pat us on the back for empowering women in the name of culture, we need to think more deeply about this. Art and music have always been considered an important part of culture not only for India, but for every other country in the world. Therefore, we have the only successful
film industry in the world, where the film is incomplete without songs and dances. The fact that Bollywood is perceived as a mirror of Indian culture around the world does not need to be persuaded. Raj Kapoor and Reha are still the most beloved actors among Russians in their 60s, Amitabh Bachchan is still the most revered Indian actor in the UK, Amir Khan is the most famous Indian actor in Southeast
Asia, and SRK will always be a Bollywood boy lover for his fans all over the world. Bollywood is also going through a transitional phase, and it's actually been transformed dramatically in terms of on-screen exposure, bold dialogues or bolder songs in the last two decades. In terms of women's empowerment, we now have female actors like Vidya Balan, Priyanka Chopra and Kangana Ranaut whose
performances are enough for a blockbuster, in the absence of a male lead actor. However, things aren't really as bright as it sounds when you look closely at them. Eva's teasing, stereotypes and objectification of women are still common in Indian film songs, and enjoy audiences as it once did. Yes! You're reading this right as it used to be!!! Team in SweetRing India, the Indian division of the leading
serious dating app worldwide, has compiled a list of songs that obviously prove that we in India have enjoyed sexist humor for decades! In the Bollywood of the 1980s, it was certainly a much more conservative film industry than it is now. In the '80s, we had movies in which directors used flowers or birds to portray a kiss in their movie songs. And then we found this song by singers Mahendra Kapoor and
Alka Jagnik from the 1984 film Tere Mere Beech Mein. it starts like this: me ... and later comes this... Dheere .... &lt;pause&gt;.... Dheere....... Dalu........ I've been told... that's it.... Hol ke mujko dede dede.... &lt;pause&gt;.... ho dede....... ho&lt;pause&gt;dede...... Rkli Kano ki Bali... And it's... Lele.... &lt;pause&gt;.... mera.... &lt;pause&gt;.... wada........ pyar&lt;pause&gt;me... Well, the spirit of feminism is at its
peak today. But, the singer in this song proves boldly that she existed in India even in the 80's, her vocals in the second half of this song: Aa Tuje Me Dungi.lt;pause.... Re Dundi....... Re&lt;pause&gt;Dungi........ &lt;pause&gt; Ese Jhapad Deewane... and later comes this... Aja.... &lt;pause&gt;.... Dekhu.... &lt;pause&gt;.... Tera.... &lt;pause&gt;..... Hausala... Even the dance moves in this song perfectly
complement her strange lyrics, and guess what ... The actor actually manages to get along with the actress at the end of these double sense pickup lines! Let's move on to the 90th... This song featuring Anil Kapoor and Juhi Chawla from the films Andaz released in 1994 is going to surprise you with both his lyrics and script: The song begins with a stage on the bed where Anil Kapoor is at the top of Juhi
Chawla and both literally act as if they have sex in a missionary position. In the honeymoon phase of it. sounds like ahmmm... stops with a flash of milky white steam from the steam engine. From flowers and birds to white steam, quite an improvement though! But going back to the song, we are actually amazed when the female lead starting from: Ye maal gaadi dha tukka laga ... Dhakka kaga re dhakka
laga... Garam ho gaia engine Iska dhakka deta ja... The male lead then comes with: Thoda rukjha thoda rukjha chalu karunga engine Iska Tu darati hai kya Another song from the same movie also left no stone unturned to be on our list. It starts with a scene where Anil Kapoor first tries to convince Juhi Chawla for romance. Mr. Kappor makes her sit on his lap and then starts jumping on his haat. He later
starts the song with: Hada hai hada hai hada hai khadah hai ... gift pe tere aashik hada hai... Hall hall hall hol darwaja hol... Bol bol pjar ke do Bol ... Another strange song from the film Yaar Gaddar released in the same year, with sal if yui uyi uyi yuki laiki yuki yuki iai yyi yyi yyi yui yui yui yui yui yui yui yui yui yui yui yui yui yui yui yui yui yukii ye yuki ye yukii hi karchi hi uyi uyi... Home laya hu chuha apna,
chuha apna, chuha apna arey mai laya hu chuha apna, kaha hai teri chuhi... Even it's not him. This is one of the films Amaanat released again in 1994, tops the chart in vulgarity because of his song: Chhat pe leti hai, kamre me leti hai ... Bistar me fly hi, hula aam ... Let ke leti hai, baith ke leti hai... Kya bura hi us fly hai,? Apne ка апне балам ка... Хватит истории... Давайте вернемся к настоящему
сейчас! Даже сегодня, мы по-прежнему пользуются оскорбление женщины в песнях, и&lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; &lt;/pause&gt; shame we're the ones that makes them chartbusters! There are
many of these kinds that we have had since the beginning of the 21st century, but in order to make this article short, let's take a look at a song from one of the most famous films of this time 'Gangs of Vasseipur', released in 2012. The song I am a hunter with the participation of the great Nawazuddin Siddiqui and Huma Kureshi in it. the lyrics are: I'm a hunter and she wants to see my gun... When I pull out
his boy, the woman starts running ... She begs me to see it, begs to show it, but when I open it, she wants to run and hide... Now, before we start blaming our film industry; to begin to accuse them of vulgarity and objectification of women, we must understand the fact that any art industry seeks to produce only those works of art that attract its audience. They do it because we love it and also pay for it. This
is strictly a seller-buyer of business relationships for them. So if we really have to blame and blame someone for this, we should just blame ourselves. We hate to see people being teased in the streets the day before or to hear about some rape incident. Then we enjoy these types of entertainment materials and do not take offense at all. Seriously India, where are we going? Are we traitors? What message
does the world community send about Indian culture through these vulgar works? Most importantly, what do we teach our younger generation to respect a woman? -Abhinav Jha Movie/Album: Tere Mere Beech Mein (1984) Singer (s): Alka Jagnik, Mahendra Kapoor Music Director (s): Lyric (s): Dada Kondke Actor: Language: Language: Year: AMP Version Published Date: 2016-11-14 00:48:23 Author:
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